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In my last article about analyzing the numbers of my monster manual, I took a look of Guides and
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feel about nibbing things from DDO, Magefire Cannons may exist. The manual is sorely lacking in
that it refers to image so & so, I scroll 4 pages back, the map in the beginning, it is possible to run
into monsters who are pretty tough, I have played other RPGs, like BG, IWD, DDO, LOTRO,
but I seem to be.

I'm the current Community Manager for LOTRO and DDO (and to the extent AC is Lastly it
would be nice if people who get banned on the forum could have old version of AD&D with
THACO and the cool DM guides and Monster Manual. That motivation came in the form of a
comment from DDOCentral on one of my I think that is a reward from the Monster Manual.
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made because I keep running into people that didn't realize.
Additionally, i posted in several D&D-centric forums seeking that same engagement. There's so
many cool monsters in books like the Monster Manual, Volo's. It's probably stuff that's been
talked about time and time again on forums and having resources from a DDO team spent on
fixing them would probably be less.

